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Liverpool 5G Testbed Introduction

Support from DCMS
Grant funding of approx £4.5m 

DCMS Project Management 

DCMS Technical expertise 

DCMS extension to deliver benefits 



Liverpool 5G Testbed Introduction

Liverpool 5G Testbed

Creating a platform to mature proofs of concept, begin 
commercialisation trials, attract inward investment and 
drive efficiencies in health and social care.
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Introduction

Why a test bed in Health and Social Care?
Increasing demand in both health and social care sectors

Health (expensive care, patients staying longer than necessary in hospital, 
unable to discharge patients into the community leading to bed blocking and 
inefficient use of resources)

Acute problems in social care (growing numbers, reduced funding, lack of staff, 
system in crisis)

Health and Social Care issues - very much a North / South divide – lower life 
expectance in north (and reducing) and a greater digital divide.

Technology and its connection to a robust reliable lower cost network could 
alleviate some of the pressures in these sectors and create additional capacity
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Introduction

What are the Challenges
Can mmWave provide a robust and reliable communication platform for 
health and social care applications?

Can this communication platform be deployed economically?

Can sensors and monitoring devices be easily connected to the platform?

What are the benefits for the end users?

Can greater capacity be created for Health and Social Care and have the 
flexibility to meet demand?

Can this approach be scaled up to cover a city/region?
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Introduction

What is 5G? Ofcom “Enabling the UK” 2018
5G is the next generation of mobile technology. It is expected to 
deliver faster and better mobile broadband, and to enable more 
revolutionary uses in sectors such as manufacturing, transport 
and healthcare.

We see great potential ……………  to test innovative 5G 
applications using high frequency spectrum
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January 2020

Liverpool 5G
Network deployment

Liverpool 5G Testbed

Andrew Miles, Blu Wireless
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Deployment May 2019

• 82 mmWave nodes

• 34 outdoor sites

• 2 building installations

• 3 fibre connections

• 5 LoRa gateways

• Data-centre with multiple 
peering

Liverpool 5G Testbed Network Deployment
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Deployment October 2019

• 220 mmWave nodes

• 120 outdoor sites

• 4 building installations

• 6 fibre connections

• 6 LoRa gateways

• Data-centre with multiple 
peering

• Internet Service Provider

Liverpool 5G Testbed Network Deployment
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Network architecture

fibre network

Tier-1 peers to the Internet:

Level 3

IXReach

Vodafone

Virgin Media Business

City Watch

CCTV Sites

mmWave distribution

mesh on street lamps

WiFi access

(residential)

Data-Centre

Peering and Hosting

Network management Customer service

mmWave access

to buildings

Liverpool 5G Testbed Network Deployment
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Roles developed (lessons)

Internet Service Provider

Implement monitoring and alerting tailored to use cases

Administer user access

Commission installation and repairs

Regulatory compliance

(Development of mesh management tools)

Assembly & Logistics

Purchasing/Sourcing

Site inventory assembly and configuration

Stock-holding and shipping

Configuration data-base entry

(Development of manufacturing test and configuration system)

External installation

Street-lamp installation

Certified by DNO to work on un-metered electrical supplies

Electrical installation

Equipped to work at height and from the public highway

(Capability extended readily to wireless installations)

Finch Electronics Ltd.

Liverpool 5G Testbed Network Deployment
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Equipment developer

Develop, trial, refine a 5G solution suited to the use-case

Understand the use-case, eco-system and challenges

Demonstrate technical and economic opportunity

Define and execute development

(Technology and Adoption Readiness Level advances)



Roles developed (lessons)

Bringing together 

technology and care
Initiate adoption of communications technology by users

Relationship with care providers and commissioners

Relationship with technology and service providers

Trusted oversight

(Importance of trusted broker to achieve adoption)

City Watch fibre network

(LCC contractor)
CCTV site installation

Fibre network design

Switching equipment procurement and configuration

Traffic back-haul and hand-over

(Formal processes for access to critical infrastructure)

Specialist data-centre (CIC)

(hosting and peering)
Peering relationships with Internet carriers

Firewall, accounting and gateway between L5G network and Internet

Hosting of network management applications

Hosting of application servers

Specialist curation of healthcare data for care delivery and research

(Vital resource for expertise, application and network function hosting)

Liverpool 5G Testbed Network Deployment
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Summary

• Model
A combination of public assets and contractors typical to UK cities can be harnessed to deploy an 
alternative gigabit network

• Application
Public services demand resilience and alerting beyond consumer networks but these can be 
achieved with mesh networks and a willing ISP

• Distribution technology
Unlicensed 5G mmWave can provide low cost gigabit connectivity to the nearest lamp-post

• Access technology
Low cost WiFi typically penetrates two walls at short range in residential areas with ~20m reach 
along streets (typical lamp-post spacing is 30m). Alternative access technologies are likely to be 
necessary for exceptions.

Liverpool 5G Testbed Network Deployment
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Liverpool 5G Testbed
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Use Cases

Ann Williams – Liverpool City Council

Rosemary Kay – eHealth Cluster, Liverpool 5G Project Director
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Approach to selecting use cases
Technology to meet needs, not for the sake of technology

Significant ground work with commissioners, carers and service 
users in years preceding testbed – continuity essential

Evidence of need established and agreed

Detailed understanding of needs from different perspectives

Complex challenges - No Quick Fix!
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Example evidence – Medication Management
LCC funds 1,000+ meds prompts per week through home care services

Recruitment crisis in home care sector

Medication shortages post Brexit

Cost of medication errors to care providers and LCC, effect on service users

Medication wastage costs the NHS £500 million per year

“It is estimated that over-ordering, stockpiling and not using medication, 
costs the local NHS around £2.5 million per year.” 

Estimated cost of people not taking their medicines properly and not 
getting the full benefits to their health is £500m/year. 
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Living Independently At Home
‘Safehouse’ IoT sensors monitor the home environment with 
information for care providers via a dashboard and an App for 
family members.

‘Chromatic Sensors’ to enable early detection of patterns of 
behaviour that could lead to age or health related problems.

‘Dehydration Monitoring’ to detect early signs of dehydration 
and alert carers.
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Addressing Loneliness

‘Push to Talk’ links older people within peer groups for a chat 
and companionship.

‘The Loneliness Quiz and Bingo App’, builds social connections 
for people with a learning disability or in care settings. 
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Improving patient experience

‘Docobo Telehealth’ monitoring of vital signs from home as 
determined by clinician. Potential to support early discharge 
from hospital and reduced outpatients visits.

Use of VR headsets in the palliative care ward to assist in pain 
management.
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Numbers of Service Users
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Use Case No. service users

Safehouse 81

PAMAN 35

PTT 41

CGA game 49

VR in palliative care 22

Telehealth in box 4



Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Adoption Readiness Level 
TRL vs ARL

A free self-assessment tool designed to help organisations
understand the barriers they may encounter in the uptake of 
their product and identify areas

The Adoption Readiness Level complements the Technology 
Readiness Level (TRL).

www.ehealthcluster.org.uk/arl-tool/ 
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Adoption Readiness Level 
Five Dimensions:

Market - Is the market ready for your innovation?

Human - Are the people involved open to your innovation?

Systems / Integration - How does your innovation interface to existing 
systems?

Finance & Procurement - Do contracting mechanisms and/or budgets 
for your innovation exist?

Motivation - Why should your innovation be successful?
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

Adoption Readiness Level 
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

The need for Change…
Liverpool City Council Adult Social Care spending has been cut 
by £92m since 2010 while demand has risen 15%.

Forecast increasing demands on health and care systems from 
an ageing population living with co-morbidities. 

Combined LCC & CCG spend on H&SC in 2017/18 was > £232m. 
This pilot has demonstrated the potential savings 5G enabled 
technology could bring across services.
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Use Cases

The need for Change…
The approach taken in the testbed is now embedded into the 
CCG Digital Strategy. Technology has a key role to play but not in 
isolation, as part of wider system changes, incorporating service 
users, social care providers, Local Authorities, NHS and 
technology companies.

We have trialed our “Adoption Readiness Levels” (ARL) which 
complements the TRL.
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Benefits Realisation
Outcomes and Impact

Alex Hunter, eHealth Cluster
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Key Project Outcomes
Improved health outcomes for service users

Estimated potential cost savings to H&SC services of £248k per 
100 users per year

Technology advances: 70% of the products/services increased TRL; > £1.1m 
additional funds spent on R&D

Improved collaborative working : > 60 collaborations and partnerships

Raised awareness of 5G and products : > 160 press + media article mentions, 
> 60 events and activities
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Reducing loneliness → improved health

“Feeling lonely frequently is linked to early deaths. Its health impact is thought to be on a 
par with other public health priorities like obesity or smoking”                                                             

DCMS Loneliness Strategy 2018

Improving Quality of Life → improved wellbeing → improved health
“There are a number of correlations between wellbeing and physical health outcomes, 
improved immune system response, higher pain tolerance, increased longevity, 
cardiovascular health, slower disease progression and reproductive health” 

DoH, ‘Relationship between Wellbeing and Health’,2014 

Improving health → decreased use of H&SC services→ improved capacity 
of services to deliver to more people in need 

Improving Health – Measurable Impacts 
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Data Collection Approach
Identifying benefits to service user and reduction in use of services

Metrics agreed with DCMS - measures and standard questions

Practical, manageable and achievable - pragmatic approach for 
ease of collection and administration - better to have some data 
than none 

Simple, minimal questions for the vulnerable service users

Baseline and end-line data collection for comparison
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Data Collection Approach
Constraints:

Short time scales

Vulnerable service users

Very small sample sizes

Medical data sensitive and timescale short for NHS response

Trialing as part of real services 
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Outcome and Impact Highlights
CGA Simulation - Loneliness Quizzing and Gaming App

Reduction in loneliness in users

Improved quality of life in service users, with an increase of an 
average of 1.4 points on the life satisfaction scale

Reduced digital exclusion, with users more confident to use 
technology
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Outcome and Impact Highlights
Defproc Engineering - Push to Talk

Reduction in loneliness in users

Reduction of > 30% in the number of people who visited their 
GP and 16% drop in average number of visits per user. Potential 
cost saving per 100 users per year: £868
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Case Study: Reducing Loneliness and Isolation
Mary is from Kensington and was introduced to the “Push to 
Talk” device by her Liverpool Carers Centre team. 

She says it’s brought her great comfort “I love using it. I contact 
other carers and we talk and have a laugh, it does everybody 
good. We don’t always talk to each other about our problems, 
we just chat.”

Over half of all unpaid carers, who are caring for family 
members or friends,  say they don’t like talking about caring to 
their friends and never get the time to socialise. Push to Talk is 
a valuable tool for those who feel isolated

34

Mary with Chris King from 
Local Solutions



Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Outcome and Impact Highlights
The Medication Support Company - Paman

Potential cost savings to H&SC services of £208k per 100 users 
per year

40% higher medication adherence levels than national average 
of 55%, at 95%.

51% drop in the number of service users who had a medication 
errors 

More …
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Outcome and Impact Highlights
The Medication Support Company - Paman

Medication costs reduced by over 50%, and medication wastage 
reduced.

Potential saving in carer hours: 30600 hours (£464k) per 100 
users per year

Improved quality of life for service users
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Case Study: Reduced Need for Services
74 year old Peggy has diabetes, and has taken part in the trial. Health and 
care staff who administered her medication and injections were often 
delayed, so her medication was late, and she frequently suffered from 
“hypos”, and experienced several falls. She lacked confidence in taking 
medication and checking her blood sugar level. 

With support from the Paman device and team, Peggy now self-administers 
her insulin, and takes her medicine as prescribed – the right dose, at the 
right time – which means she is less likely to spend time in hospital. She no 
longer needs a district nurse and a “time-critical” carer visit. 

Peggy has more freedom to leave the house, has more independence and better quality of life. 
She says: “I feel confident using PAMAN because the pharmacists that call me are always polite 
and explain everything really well. I don't forget to take my medications any more and I don’t    

feel like it’s a chore.”
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Outcome and Impact Highlights
Safehouse Technologies – Safehouse Sensor

Potential cost savings to H&SC services of £30k per 100 users 
per year

Reduced costs of telecare: Potential reduction of £14k per 100 
users per year

Improved quality of life for service users: Average increase of 
0.7 points on the life satisfaction scale
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Outcome and Impact Highlights
NHS/Royal Liverpool & Broadgreen University Hospital Trust

Telehealth in a box: Decreased use of primary health services 
and hospital services

Telehealth in a box: Improved health for service users and 
increased ability to manage their own health 

VR Headsets in Palliative Care: Improved quality of life and 
wellbeing for patients
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

Caveats about the Data
Based on low numbers of users, and of user surveys 

Baseline and end-line dates often close together, not change 
over a sustained time

No control or comparison groups, so it is not possible to say 
definitively that these interventions were the cause.

Extrapolation to 100 users for one year should be viewed with 
caution - it is a potential, possible effect of these use cases, an 
illustration of potential impact
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

The further along on integration and implementation, the easier to 
understand and show the benefits: 

Devices at an advanced stage of development, who engaged well with 
adopting organisations, have shown the most quantifiable impact

Devices at early stages of development, e.g. the Chromatic Sensor and 
WarnHydrate had less implementation time, but have shown potential to 
have an impact 

To show impact there needs to be understanding of the underlying 
problem, and the ability to work with H&SC providers and service users -
not just have the technology 

Outcome and Impact Conclusion
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Benefits Realisation

The trial has shown potential to improve health and wellbeing of 
individuals

The trial has shown potential to provide solutions for H&SC services that 
give greater efficiency and effectiveness.

There is potential to continue to build a body of evidence of the benefit 
and impacts of 5G technology solutions for H&SC, to support:

Technology businesses (product suppliers) 

Outcome based services

Citizens 

Outcome and Impact Conclusion
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned

Lessons Learned

Rosemary Kay / Rachel Ward, eHealth Cluster
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned

A Project of Two Halves
Use Cases

The complex challenge of introducing technology within existing 
health and care services to ensure improved health outcomes 
for citizens

Installing Mesh Network

Technical and logistical challenge of planning, producing and 
installing the BluWireless nodes within Liverpool City Centre
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned

Use Cases
People need to be ready to accept new technology and have 
relevant support and guidance 

Critical to successful implementation is a close positive working 
relationship with the care providers

SME’s developing technology for health and social care sector 
have developed a better understanding of the environment and 
the challenges faced
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned

Use Cases
For permanent changes all 
stakeholders need to be involved:

All levels of stakeholders – from 
clinician to care worker

Brokering between stakeholders

Social care workers have insight into 
real lives – skills not all recognised
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned

Planning Mesh Network
Planning the sites at this stage was a two-step approach; using 
the wireless planning tool from CGA Simulation (uses gaming 
LOS approach) and then manually checking (site surveys)

Work closely with Liverpool City Council departments for future 
planned works around the city

Not all camera sites are suitable for Point-of-Presence backhaul
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned

Installing Mesh Network
Moving from R&D to large scale production; supply 
chain establishment

Using installer (Derand Ltd.) who already have a 
relationship with LCC lighting department for site 
approvals, local knowledge of area and product 
familiarity

Damage to units were left up and only changed out 
after approx. 4 weeks

Combination of team assembled for installing on 
buildings:

eHealth Cluster established relationship for access 

Derand capability and familiarity with product for install

Broadway skill set and flexibility for internal works 
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned
Accessing and Installing on Buildings
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned

Building Type Observations Connection 

Community centre

Multiple applications

Eg. Extended and converted high-street 

building with highly variable usage patterns

Highly variable indoor coverage. Users in rented meeting 
rooms with diverse applications expect good network 
performance throughout

• mmWave node on building exterior
• Fixed internal cabling and equipment
• Wired APs

Care home

Multiple applications

Eg. Modern, extensive and busy building

Repeaters were reasonable easy to site and install but 
could not provide the performance necessary to cover 
the extent of the building

• mmWave node on building exterior
• Fixed internal cabling and equipment
• Multiple wired APs

Private residence

Eg. Modern low-rise maisonette 

Owners, residents and land-lords generally permissive of 
installations

• Plug-in repeater (option where needed)

Care home

Eg. Bespoke modern and converted

The focus on delivery of care enables some flexibility but 
require evidence that installations are regulated. Ideally 
familiar electrical contractors are an asset

• Some coverage from outdoor WiFi
• Professionally installed indoor repeaters

Hospital

Eg. Complex building and infrastructure with 

multiple hazards

Very well-established processes, work-flows and 
contractor relationships with an expectation of tackling 
new or unusual installations as a matter of course

• mmWave node on building
• Multi-discipline installation
• Multiple wired WiFi APs

Academic institution

Eg. Modern, secure, multi-story building

Rigid processes between multi-site teams for approvals, 
capable and flexible contractor and facilities resources, 
good infrastructure 

• mmWave on building
• Integration with existing Structured Wiring/Fibre
• WiFi/LoRa APs as needed

Mast Managed by commercial transmitter site corporation • Significant installation costs and process time.
• Significant annual rental

Fire Station No internal process for such requests, building ownership 
unsure resulting in legal queries

• No established process for activity outside core 
business 



Liverpool 5G Testbed Lessons Learned

Conclusion
Building on established projects and services – not a stand-alone project

Using real services to avoid stand alone pilots

Integrating the two halves of the project

Acceptance that new technology takes time

Flexibility in the programme

Open communication – Anti 5G groups

Recognising that the input from all 11 partners, over 15 subcontractors 
and over 25 trial partners is all equally valid and critical to the success of 
the project.
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Future Plans

Business Case – Future Plans

Joe Spencer/Rosemary Kay/Ann Williams
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Future Plans

The question to answer 
“Can 5G connectivity be sufficiently cheap and effective in 
health and social care provision that it will be cost effective to 
give free access to those unable to afford either phone or 
broadband access?”

Testbed findings positive in terms of economics, connectivity 
and benefits realisation.

Cost model produced to demonstrate potential use at scale.
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Future Plans

Achievements
Largest mmWave network in UK and second largest in the world - 220 nodes

Connected Care Home

Significant deployment of IoT in people’s homes

Identified further enhancements to the planning tool developed within the project to 
optimise cost and resilience

Blu Wireless have learnt from the phase 1 technical data, built this into the Release 2 
firmware and are now demonstrating tangible benefits

Successfully brought an assembly, procurement and logistics company on board

Lessons learnt being recorded in detail

Learning shared with WM5G
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Future Plans

Outcomes
mmWave enabled Social Care services can reduce the cost of those 
services thereby creating extra capacity.

mmWave network can be more cost effective than cellular connection.

These networks can be any size and shape and be readily deployed in areas 
of need. 

They enable the introduction of innovative and creative solutions to 
improve Health and Social Care provision.

mmWave networks can be deployed cost effectively 
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Liverpool 5G Testbed Future Plans

Future Plans
To expand on the devices being used in the existing mmWave meshed 
network test bed to generate more evidence of the potential for new 
service provision.

Expand the existing mm wave meshed network and/or develop “islands” 
mmWave networks to cover a greater area and communities with need.

Operate the network as a non profit making organisation.

Verify the robustness of the business case to enable a city wide roll out.
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Liverpool 5G Testbed

Open discussion
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Liverpool 5G Testbed

Thank You 

http://liverpool5g.org.uk/
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